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p R 0 C E E D N G s -----
CHAI Good morning. I want to 
everyone re to t first aring that the 
slature will hold on telephone issues since the 
re atory and court decision set the nation on a new 
7 course of communications. After one month, it's probably a litt e 
8 b early to determine the full ramifications of this breakup, 
9 as Chairman of the Senate Committee with jutisd.iction over 
10 telephone issues, I believe it certainly is not too soon to 






relationship between Californians and the telephones. 
Before I 1 the first set of witnesses, I want to 
say what I hope this hearing will not be. We're not here 
to scuss the ramifications of the future telecommuni.ca-
tions policy or t merits or demerits of telephone divestiture 
an deregulation. Those are ics for another place and tjmc. 
We are re to see how the average consumer is adjusting to the 
transit into a new system and how the phone 
companies the to ease that adjustment. 
Judge Earold , who oversaw the AT&T Divestiture 
case, once d, "The whole basis of antitrust law is that 
ition will drive prices down and will ultimately benefit 
future. 11 
te 
Nobody has given any good reason why that 
be true in the telephone industry at least for the 
We are here today to see if it can be true with the 
industry, to see if economic theory measures up to 
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try representatives about some 
may missed in the hearing. 
I y arings, instead of 
ling up one person at a time and then you hear a lot of 










f Consumer Aff , Tom Cecil, 
Aff rs; and from the Public 











formation that may prove 
t v:e do. 
e, and I do represent the California 
ion lifornia. We have 
reg office, with 
satellite-type offices throughout 
area. We have offices in places 







e -- several ot places i bern ifornia. 
y ssion in its alings with the 
consumers uses t California lie ilities Commission 
, as a finger on the pulse of 
lie, if you will, to f out the public is 
to act on federal level and the State 
1 as well. 
, t ifornia PUC Consumer Affairs 
9 anch has not experienced any dramatic increase in any 
10 consumer inquiries at all on communications, and I attribute 
11 this to t fact that there's been such a plethora of informa-
12 tion going around that the consumers are actually suffering 
from an acute case of information indigestion. They just 
y have too much -- are tdo afraid, you 11, to even 
contact the PUC on inquiries as to how the titure or 
telephone communicat will be handled in the future. 
My job is to go out to communi ties -·-· and I want 
to ize something here. I represent the people of 
i ia to the ssions in San Francisco as well, 
because we are ered in San cisco. My job is to go 
21 out to t cor:1rmn i. ties, I go out to the communities, sueh as 
Barstow and Borrego Springs. So, my 
to mal-::e sure the Commission's aware of what the concerns 
of t peop are. 
And basically, I gave a speech last week, or the week 
, in Redlands, out by San ardinn area, and it 
27 seems to me that the small business community is more concerned 
at this juncture th what the divestiture will bring and how 
PETERS SHORTHAND AEPORTINQ CORPORATION 
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t were concerned in several areas 
on access charges, both of the 
s been, as know, postponed 
85. 
're 0 of possibility of an 
whi would have been assessed by the 
ilites ss The California Public 
s e t not to access charge of 
telecommunications. So they're very pleased with 
prob 're ing right now is at the 
level. They're concerned that if the FCC does implement 






as far as 
customers, if 11. 
came to on \\fednesday in the 
to r Senator Rosenthal's 
the article focused on, 
of ss ing information to 
eci ly my job Southern 
went to 250 to 300 town hall meetings 
or My job is to make sure 
that gets to the public is given to them 
can stand it, because quite 
State of California lacking 
informational bill 
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Phil 1 ia 
5 
o this problem -
lawyer to understand 
our y Director Joseph 
0 t on, f'(~ one 
Pacif I a ago, and he couldn't 
were rying 0 say. we understand 
11 has t the job of preparing these bill 
in ion away from the 
s t into of their marketing people. 
On 1 of this year, in response to Assemblywoman 
's direct , we are compiling right now a list of 
that 1 telecommunications companies will assess, and 
1 to every subscriber of telecommunications 
it's very c ar; it's very basic. And the 
is ewing those re t go which I think 
ant, 's no sense in communi-
f don' ge 
' 
if t don't understand 
're tryi to communicate. 
're i ri now wi the universal telephone 
bill t the islature recent passed.· 
at ion 0 11 is going to present some humongous 
to t Cali ia because quite frankly, no matter 
we come out with, we're not going to be able to 
people in t ate of California. Only God and 
may c im to r ect stands on neither 
We are endeavoring to information flowing to the 
consumers. are availab at any time, seven days a week, 
SHORTHAND REPORnNG CORPORATION 
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is anxious to 
say that 






needs in rmation from 
more of your me. I 
with his presentation. Thank 
me ask a couple of 
are available to answer ions. 
number is? 
MR. DOYLE: appears on the back of 




It's on of the bill. 
Our t r is 620-2570. We do not have the 
on the of the bill, t We do have 
regulated by on 1 bills, all utilities that 
cy. electric, gas and elecommunications. The address 
CHAI 
concerns 
goes out to t 
t 0 
does appear on t bill. 
consumer. 
Interestin y enough, I had 
expre sed about he informat 
I suggested many months ago 
ahold of somebody who knew how to sell 
soap, and t you exp in to le what you were 
ing 
t erm "d iture," I mean, it's not a term 
person unde tands; or -- nobody knows 
you re t 
MR. We , my instructions from the 







we .not to e terms 
IRMAN 
MR. DOYLE: I explain the elecommunica-
on prob ems n Cal forn a. 
CHAIRMAN kind of authority does 
PUC over tel and repairs? 
MR. DOYLE: telephone that has been 
at , t right now is for t consumer to m::tke 
9 a ision right now as to whether or not they want to purchase 
10 t ir own equipment or continue in a leasing operation with the 
11 i ar utility, say, General Telephone or Pacific Bell. 
12 On the repairs, t utility has to file tariffs with 
13 coveri charges, some charges for repairs would 
14 indicate to me that the telecommunications ries are not 
that interested in goi into someone's home to make a repair 
f the te I lieve it's something like $60 an hour 
15 15 minutes, i indicates to me that they're 
not ly going ter kind of iness. 
My wife, unbeknownst to me, went shopping one 
and carne home with an $8 telephone which works 
well. I could get several telephones and still be 
$60 limitation for repairs; so, I do not invision my 
23 f ly, at least, ever getting the telephone company to come 
out. I'll buy the phones. 
IRMAN are the FCC rates for 
26 rent and the sale of 
27 last year, when t State PUC had jurisdiction? Do you have 
28 any thoughts on th~tt? 
PETERS SHORTHAND REPORTING CORPORATION 
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real y don't know. But the FCC 
i now, and lieve t 'll be 
a I'm not at a11 
hin ike two years. 
re eve of rates for sale of this 
s set telecommunications companies, 
ent area now. And if go out 
, I'm going to General Telephone 
sell me a phone for $29 or $30. It doesn't make sense. 
So, at least you have ition coming into play 
very positive way in s aspec , in this area of regula-
tion, or telecommunications, I should say. 
I Now, one of the other 
concerns I've heard is the debate concerning 
rate versus t flat rate, which system the 
bel eves would be for consumers in the long run. 
l' know, measured rates and 
i.f rates you an unlimi ed amount 
i i li area. Of 
nute you t , you're on the meter, 
o speak. We l we're mov g measured 
cos Whether not we'll ac that, 
not know. seems cos ~base icing is t on 
ly easible o go. 
s - be Moore 
t s, 
will af ect 
lywoman Moore, 
Bi how service 
of the rura community. 
memory serves, specifically declined 
3433 AMERICAN RIVER DRIVE, SUITE A 










use a means -means test, as so criteria 
tt s s Commission 
e s , en bane, on 
at 9· a. . ' on the 13th 
7:00p.m. lie to come in and share 
s. f Commissioners 
11 there 
I've a bill to 
s ect as well; so, you'll probably be asked to 
comment on at some , or somebody from PUC. 
Okay. May we now from Tom Cecil. 
MR. CEC Thank you, Senator. I Appreciate, 
as well, to ear b you today. I'm Torn 





s Services. Part of 
cons ts Assistance Unit with offices 
s , as well as a Public 
s es off in addition to 
ts. 
of Consumer Affairs 
increase at all in terms of 
consumers And I think I could con-
le are just simply 
and p ith's suggestion of: 
t on January 1st, so don't worry about 
Frankly, I \vas so confused back in December that, when 
to see if it was to keep working, and it did, 
SHORTHAND REPORTING CORPORATION 
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10 
I 't t. 
2 I d as the new billings 
o come out, the number of ies hat the Department 
Consumer Aff irs i going to be receiving will increase 
tantial There real won't be, in terms of 
7 Department of Consumer Affairs has handled those inquiries 
8 in t past to the new environment. 
9 There are a number of things that we, at the Departmen 
10 of Consumer Affairs, are attempting to do to educate consumers, 
11 and specifically those ies who are responsible for fielding 
i ries of consumers, meani "complaint handlers." 
On February lOth, which is a week from today, we will 
be hav our f wo on vestiture and the practical 
rami ications to consumers. We encouraged to do 
that a of consumers organizations, and we're pleased 
we're going to the i next Friday to bring 
le ry, the Publ Utilities Commission 
consumer , to talk how you select your service; 
you select long-distance carriers; whether you should 
21 
If 
we'll take that down to Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego. 
As of response has been rather unimpressive 
to our invitation ing over 400 invitations. But 
I think in large part s because I t the staff members 
27 in the Legislature aren't used to R.S.V.P.ing (sic), especially 






second h t of Consumer 
s some nformational lletins, 
0 h t to leave with 
i how to a phone. 
we not a great for t type of 
s. 
, I ieve, we fil wi comments 
re ative to un tel service; and again, we have 
of t document t e ibuya-Snell has filed v-lith th 
crit a that should be examined 
who qualif for subsidized for Lifeline 
t it's our posit service and 
. be as simp straightforward as possible . 
s.e certi in::terms who legally 
to we end to 
i ion, sembly Bil 5, whi went 1nto 
effect on November 1st of last year, deals with Disclosure at 
in 
of s e retailers of telephone equipment. What we 
ly was ng to a rather straightforward 
into someth of a complex nightmare for 
t of fairs. And I have with me 
a draft of we are erring to as a business 
ion letin. And basically, we are going to be 
to do hin t next few weeks is get out an 
a-understand of what AB 1425 mandates to a 
IIH:'lr=:~:~~A SHORl'HAND REPORTING CORPORATION 
3433 AMEAICAN RIVER DRIVE, SUITE A 
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l'E~ 1111111\ 972-11111!4 
retailer of equ And it's my understanding that we 
2 have out, at least tentat ly, with the California 
ailers Associat o di r i for us, once we've got 
4 the f al complet 
5 An thing about AB 1425, of course, is 
6 if you're r sc s by retailers if they are 
7 ing equipment is substantially prepackaged at the 
8 of acturer, the lem arises: what happens if the 
9 sclosures are not on the ? Do you expect the retailer 
to disclose by slapping a 1 l in addition to the original 
11 packaging to comply with California law? We're not sure, but 
2 
we, in this case, are intending to transmit this informational 
bulletin to manufacturer across the United States. So, 
fully and I'm sure, abundantly sure, that many manu-
f urers across the i States are not aware of the new 
law. And I can assure you from the preliminary investigation 
of is that is go on in the State of California, 
if ly newspaper advertising, we have yet to find any 
rtisement at complies e with AB 1425. 
What we will have in place within the next few weeks 
is a tern tying into our word processing at the Department 
of Consumer fairs, working in conjunction with the litigation 
unit to monitor advert ement, sending.out· letters under·the 
Director's si advis the advertiser or the manufacturer 
or the retailer t are out of compliance. \:le will also 
a follow- tern p clear what is necessary 
to achieve·· compliance. 
I think in many instances it's simple ignorance of 
REIIJOiimtiiG CORPORA 110N 
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27 rel to s 







answer consumer lems or 
s? 
e 
've designated some 
p , and we have had 
c personnel thin the 
e le are ly well 
because can handle numer-
att to g our 
on sue, because 
s yes. 
t possibility, 
1 arena, the Department 
s announcements in 
been any thought 
so e I'm not sure when the 
is something 
a couple of 







s on a 





, yes, t has ven some , and we 
would cert l to see more 
IRMAN Well, it's very possible 
there may 
at 
more t rai as people start 
ir new bills, just the bills for 
I 
first. 
we would some comments about that when the 
a 
i 
is up re. 
ink 
MR. 
r of lo 
it le 
care of --
icat that there 
ng kind of response, 
le on t State, so 
p in various communities. 
would real 1 to have 
s y the rules of the 





Sacramento as the last, 
on t best 
and delays in getting 








as I said, I th there is a definite need to 
Southern ifornia area, the Bay area, because 
I Well, as ~~:embers of the 
a of us from Southern California, as we 
inquiries in our District offices -- as you say, 
7 there are very few at the moment, but I think that very 
8 soon we'll probably inundated with questions about the 
9 bills and so many pieces of paper and what it all means. 
10 At any rate, thank you very much, and I hope that 
11 you'll stick around for a little while in case some questions 
12 come up that you may want to refer back to. 
13 MR. DOYLE: Senator, my apologies. I misspoke 
l4 myself on those dates for the Commission meeting on the UTS 
bill. Those dates should be March 14th and 15th. I think I 
s "13th and 14th. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: March 14th and 15th. 
18 Very good. you very much. 
IL: Thank you. 
20 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: I hope you'll stick around 
21 r a little while. Some questions may come up that we'd like 
23 
24 
to refer.back to you. 
(Mr. Cecil displays some printed material.) 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Yes, we'd like to have 
those. 
The second Panel will be Consumer Action with Ken 
27 McEldowney, and Confederation of California Consumers, Mary 
28 Solow. Welcome. 
PETERS SHORTHAND REPORTING CORPORATION 
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16 
't arrange t s 
he o l d. 
CHA RMAN Wel , h 's l1 ri t. 
MR. MC I th I want to touch on a 
6 h ot d: your question 
7 terms of the rates on lease and things like that. 
8 is a determination 
there should be one rate across country, and so what 
meant was that in California, where our rates had been 
1 for leased equi we fered an increase; whereas, 
in s of t country here was a 
is a membership ization that's 
Bay area, parti on issues, 
ng ate and also 
over ast two ars. We sort of 
it two years ago that Pacific 
at ves were terms of telling 
peop e how to start service. were telling people 
t t to come to the Center Store to start service, 
was not true. And then, f you press them and final y 
or not t was any of ing over the 
basically told you yes, it would cost you twice 
as much. is, also, was not true. 
is was sort f our int ion to telephone 
closely ever since, 
the major.issues 
consumers 








ent areas no parti 
are be concerned 
as resel rs, i 
from company 
ar o The first thing 
le area of what are 
are anies that will lease lines 
then resell time on that line to 
7 either residential or business customers; and we're particularly 
8 conce now, as we're getting toward access. And 
9 t 's go to be a lot of icity in the media, both in 
10 terms of the phone company, Pacific, but also in terms of 
11 long-distance carriers. I think there's going to be a lot of 
12 confusion. 





reseller that's evi lv 
" 
down in t Santa Ana 
area that had si up a number of people at a very high 
ini i rate and then evidently ceased doing business. Part 
concern is icularly in terms of resellers, 
not consi to common carriers. And the fear we 
is they sort of fall t t cracks. As far as we 
they're not regulat by the PUC; they're not 
ated by the there may be some sort of need 
for some t of slat even t we do realize that 
t resellers may not be for that long as the rates 
that the phone company is allowed to charge them for the use 
o those l goes up. 
But we're during this interim period of 
27 time that there be maybe some type of Performance Bond for 
resellers to make sure that when they contract with the 
PETERS SHORTHAND REPORTING CORPORATION 
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18 
e and c aims that 
s need for 
0 t , that just 
her re of our concern. 
are rn to wi 
t on earlier both Tom and 
from We ry y ed 
9 -1 I tted our est our comments. We have i 
concerns, ause we ink it 't far enough. We 
1 a s tuation now in Life people will 
2 a monthl rate half the fixed 
3 t rn -- the or rate, rat 
concern we have i t not be able to get 
n t 
s, s which, 
cred i i want, you can be 
to st l at ion 
3 s f wants to 
t to s i modular equ in 
I 's ing to cost to install. 
op next years, it's possible 
ease 
' 
but after t at there's no require-
inue So, re's a concern that 
0 l t st of a 
I person the PUC. 
have been ive 
i i often is 
19 
1 t t end up breaking very easi , or they cease to work 
2 after a month or so. 
3 We are very, very concerned, particularly about 
4 senior citizens who are on feline and who find that leasing 
5 is not readily available -- it's not available at all right now 
6 from Pacific -- and being forced to go out and buy one of 
7 these inexpensive phones that they think is going to work, 
8 and it's not going to work, and they're going to be without 
9 phone service. 
10 What we are advocating -- and I guess part of our 
11 questions we're not sure are covered by AB 1348 -- that there 
12 be some sort of Lifeline installation rate for people who 
13 qualify for Lifeline so that they don't have to pay that full 
14 cost which will range between 23 and $50; and that Pacific be 
15 required to continue to lease basic equipment. Again, whether 
16 it's going to be limited just to people who are on Lifeline 
17 or broader, that we think if you're talking about Lifeline, 
18 there has to be three components: one is monthly rate; one is 
19 the cost of installation; and three is availability of leased 
20 phones. 
This sort of goes into the next thing which has 
22 to do with the sort of quality of phqnes, as ~as als~ men-
23 tioned earlier, AB 1425, which was ·pas$ed ; last. year, which 
24 was ·referencing Disclosure information. Several things 
25 that we ':t:e concerned -about, and + think Tom touched on . 
26 one which was the thing about what happens with prepackaged 
27 phones, whether or not consumers will get that information 
28 that they need there. Another concern that we have is 
PETERS IHORTMAND REPORTING CORPORATION 
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t i home ri 








aw. I seems 
20 
here's Disclosure about 
ing so d , that are 
there won't be that type of 
t 
we're wondering whether or 
some additional 
you have a situation 
to ity of the phones 
now. I think they assume 
t whether 
n fact, 
as be that 
21 
1 i ic 1 was giving e t information 
2 in terms of to start service and how they get 
and we found hat wi just a few exceptions that they 
4 were being given the basic information they needed in terms 
5 of how to start service; whether or not long-distance would 
6 come automatically with that; and the availability of leased 
7 or purchased phones. But I think this is an area that we're 
8 goi to monitor over the months to make sure that, not only in 
9 the Bay area, but in other parts of the State, that this 
10 formation is provided to people, because it seems very 
11 crucial. 
12 In my mind, the biggest problem we're going to be 
13 ing with divestiture is equal access, and this is the 
14 procedure that's going to be going into effect starting this 
summer in which Pacific will have to provide for the long-
distance carriers equal access to their lines. And what that 
means, our un t ing is that very soon the long-distance 
18 ers are going to be doing advertising, some maybe even 
r. 
Let me step back a second. What's going to happen is 
21 across country each of t operating companies are going to 
red to have at least two offices that are equal access 
23 summer of this year. What that's going to mean is that 
24 the different long-distance companies are going to be competing 
to try to get customers to sign up as the primary long-distance 
26 carrier. 
27 The problem that we have is our understanding is 
28 Pacific is going to be sending out a form of a ballot in which 
PETERS SHORTHAND REPORTING CORPORATION 
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22 
carrier hey want 
, the long-
those same peop 
carrier, 








One of the lems we have is we think that people 
ing to very con is be with 
p , one of the prob we have is we don't know 
what's going to in terms of people, let's say, that sign 
up h Pacific. Say they want AT&T. They return a coupon 
I sent so return a coupon that Sprint sent 
And what's go to in that kind of situation? 
of the problems is that since it's going to be turning 
switch is happen exchange areas, you can have a 
s tuation in a g c which t will be equal access 
on one s of the street and not equal access on the other 
si of street. le have access on one side of 
street go across to a pay or from a neighbor's house 
to make a call, not be able to use the same type of 
system as on the side. But the larger problem really is 
that is that ific has ided alone, of all the operating 
compan es across the country, t for those two offices, 
w h number of offices that start 1 that if 
not a area at some int in time, 
they ll not le ete a Ion st:-:tnce phone 
They'll a tape That's one of the things; 
a tape recording or whether that's going to be 
II:I!YJ~I"L!UI•••n Al!!iPOllin'lt.~n coRPORA nON 
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23 
rator i 's go to , that's unclear. 
2 in t s across the country, decision 
t r he people who do not choose the long-
4 istance carrier, that they will use AT&T as a carrier of last 
5 resort, whi has been ized by Judge Greene. 
6 It appears that Pacific is not going to do that, and 
1 we're extremely concerned because you have a situation in which 
a 1 number of customers do not make a long-distance call 
9 in a ven month, and you're going to have a situation in which 
10 someone has a death in the family, someone has an accident, or 
11 whatever, and tries to contact relatives or friends outside 
12 the area and will not be able to complete a long-distance call. 
1; That's an area that we're very concerned with right now, and 





sure t that's not what goes into effect. 
Another area of concern that I think there's a real 
for is the whole thing in terms of who is 
at , who do t consumers go to for complaints. It's 
to be a mess, you're going to have a situation 
which r ra-long-distance calls you go to the PUC~ for 
interstate long-distance ls you go to the FCC in Washington 
D.C.· if you have a dispute about your bill for phones you 
order 1, it's going to be the Post Office; and for other 
24 areas, it's going to be the District Attorneys at the FHE 
office. And this is happeni ly in an area in which 
26 people traditionally have always been able to go to the PUC 
27 th their complaints regardless of what the complaint was. 
28 So, I think it's very important that there be a real educational 








of real concerns we was in terms of --
n your opening 
its f ition. 
ems that we 1 re I hink, is that it's 
unc ar is to ng other than Pacific, and who 
other and this I'm talking 
1 and I'm t g residential 
We were just fo to -- our office was just forced 
1:0 move, meant was t we were a case study 
this Committee hearing. We and kind of contacted 
outs lease equ t. The contacts 
we were ven 
with are no 
t we only want 
le ting l I think -- and 
a s type terms of distance. It's 
clear t on lesjSan Francisco quarter, that 
there's ng to a lot of titian. 
is going to be -- how will peop in Modesto, 
who want l Fresno, how are going to be benefitted 
i ? I tend to think won't. I received some 
ation tha1: MCI is going to try to sign up people there, 
think that t's 're not going to the 
fits, t also seems 1 's going to be a similar 
lem in terms of leasing and purchasing of phones. 
I the only other th I wanted to say 
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1 was. I'm very 're· to be ' holding hear~ 
2 ings on measure.d versus flat -service. ··It's .. a 'Very· 
3 or concern that we have. And across the country is a 
4 situation in which consumer groups have been up in arms in 
. 
5 terms of measured service. And I think the problem is, 
6 and our position· just now is·, that it' seems like it'inakes 
7 sense for there to be some type of measured service for 
8 computers, but not for voice-activated phone calls; that it 
9 seems intolerable to us that you have a situation in which 
10 every phone call is a long-distance phone call, and there's 
11 no way for anyone to maintain any sort of control over their 
12 phone bill. 
13 Thank you very much for this opportunity. 
14 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Thank you. You've indicated 
15 that you're in favor of regional consumer panels. Could you 
16 elaborate why you think this is a good idea? 
17 MR. MC ELDOWNEY: What do you mean exactly when 
18 you say that? 
19 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Well, as a Member of the 
20 Pacific Bell Consumer Advisory Panel --
21 MR. MC ELDOWNEY: Uh-huh. 
22 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: -- I've been told that 
23 you've been outspoken on those regional consumer panels. And 
24 I just wanted to know what·your thoughts are on these panels 
25 with respect to consumer telephone issues. 
26 MR. MC ELDOWNEY: Well, I think there's a 
27 couple of things. I think I'm talking about two different 
28 things here. One is that I think it's very valuable for there 
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t would ed billions of dollars 
telephone network plant costs from the long-distance 
ies to the local companies to the local consumers. 
The Consumer Federation applauded the passage of 
in the House of Representatives which would have 
at a $2 monthly access charge for each residential 
9 phone-user. This access charge ordered by the FCC would have 
10 increased to $8 monthly. by 1990 .' - A milder: Senate' version also would 
11 have delayed the access charge. While we believe that this 
12 may have been a campaign issue to postpone this access to 
13 saddle consumers with the extra costs of telephone service, 
we still believe we must work to completely cancel the access 
15 charge, and I think we're also going to have to work in 
16 ifornia to stop any attempt to have an intrastate access 
charge being imposed. 
18 At the present time, about 95 percent of Californians 
have telephone service. We believe that there's an urgent 
20 need to preserve universally affordable telephone service 
21 and we believe that is battle against unreasonable local 
22 rates must be fought in the hearing rooms of our PUC. And if 
23 local charges escalate, the poor, the elderly, the handicapped, 
24 the rural customer -- those on fixed incomes -- may lose basic 
25 phone services and access to emergency medical services and 
26 outside assistance, if they don't have the means of communi-
27 eating their situations. 
28 This past year we supported passage of AB 1348 by 
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1 the t Consumer Federation is 
2 ing a proposal before PUC to establish a Pacific 
4 I don't just refer to Pacific -- are seeking rate increases 
5 which contain their entire wish list of accumulated desires. 
6 Mostly they vaguely attribute these increases to changes, such 
7 as divestiture and/or federal regulation .. Much of what we're 
8 hearing is what we have heard before. 
9 Local measured service I'd like to begin with. This 
10 is the big local rate design because it has been since the 
11 mid-seventies in most states. We oppose this policy of local 
12 measured service by distance and time, putting a pay phone 
13 in every horne. I recently have been teaching some classes 
14 at University High School in the Senator's District, and my 
15 latest number of classes that I have taught have been to some 
16 of the students on telephone deregulation. And I must say 
17 that when the students found that they might not be able to 
18 talk for hours on the phone every afternoon to do their home-
work, they became very interested in telephone deregulation 
20 very, very fast. 
21 We oppose any reduction in the Lifeline rate of 30 
22 calls per month for the residential ratepayer. Proposals by 
h General and Pacific have tried to decrease the number of 
24 calls allowed per month, and the PUC has, I think, been very 
25 helpful in trying to say that that is not something that can 
26 be done at this time. 
27 Also, we are against proposals to raise local pay 
28 phone charges from a dime to a quarter. 
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t 1 instrument or to e one. While t ts a FCC 
2 stration number on every phone sold guaranteeing that the 
will be compatible w h the phone system, :r-enegade 
4 qause e tr hazards 1 and the consumer could 
be 1 such damagt=~ 
6 ready the calls are coming in from consumers who 
7 have bought nationally advertized cheap phones, phones that 
8 don't work, phones that are completely incapable of doing what 
9 they want. Cordless phones are giving many problems, and there 
10 are many that believe they have been oversold in the community 
11 and the system can't incorporate cordless phones at this point. 
12 Consumers are reporting they sent off for equipment which 
13 doesn't work, which isn't compati.ble, and which, in the case 
14 of cordless, is noisy and uneven. Some phones have a lower 
nger-equivalency number that expresses the amount of power 
16 ired for ringing. In some cases, after four or five rings, 
t instruments could go silent for all the phones on that 
18 network. 
If the purchase breaks down, have we made any 
ions for what will take place? Now consumers no longer 
21 will able to take their broken phones to Ma Bell for 
repair. If the phone doesn't work, is it the fault of Ma Bell, 
might own the instrument, or the local company which 
24 controls the line? 
25 I read an article recently in the New York Times 
26 describing how divestiture seemed to be that each part of the 
27 phone system would disclaim any responsibility for a line that 
28 didn't work and refer the customer from one company to the 
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1 line, responsible, not knowing whether it's 
2 the telephone or whether it's the wire that is going to be 
4 When a new technology or a hot new industry comes 
5 down the road there can almost be too much choice. We saw this 
6 in the explosion of solar energy after we experienced our 
7 energy crisis, when there was such a disparity in the quality. 
8 But the industry must shake out, and consumers must shop, 
9 very, very carefully. Some of these problems, though, 
10 certainly make me want to reach out and punch someone. All 
11 I can say is that it's the beginning of something which we're 
12 going to have to live with, and I think that it's a time for 
13 consumers to look around very carefully and to shop around and 
14 to ask a lot of questions. 
15 Earlier testimony was talking about how there really 
16 hadn't been much interest or excitement among consumers in 
17 issue; however, I want to tell you I speak quite often 
18 to organizations and groups, and it always comes down to 
telephones: How do I get my telephone fixed? What should I 
20 do? And people, I think, can use as much information they can 
21 be given at this time, because I think there is a tremendous 
1 for us in the past, and the decisions that consumers have 
24 to make now are somewhat without precedent. And I think that 
25 any leadership that this Committee can do, that the Consumer 
26 Movement of California can do, that the telephone companies 
27 can do, will be very well-received by the people of the 
28 State of California. 
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1 conti g to ase it, but there's a security to them in terms 




So, I think, though it's sort of intellectually, 
a number of people, it makes a lot of sense to a lot of 
to buy their phone. I think large segments of the 
7 population, that for a bunch of emotional reasons, it makes 
8 sense for them to continue leasing. And so sometimes I'm 
9 hered by -- like when the PUC or someone says, "Buy your 
10 phone." I think what it does is it increases anxiety for 
11 people, and makes the whole divestiture seem even more of a 
12 threat to them. 
13 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: If you were to itemize the 
most important decisions that a consumer would face in 
t next few nonths, as we're going through this process, what 
16 would they be? 
17 MS. SOLOW: I think it would be selecting --
18 if you lived in Pacific Telephone I happen to live in 
General Telephone, Senator, so some of the problems you have 
20 divestiture do not apply if you lived inside another system. 
21 And I might just say, this is a problem in itself, because 
22 people that are in General Telephone,·and the many other 
telephone companies in California, are probably going through 
24 some of the same anxieties because they don't realize where 
the buck stops, where the changes stop. And many of the things 
that Pacific Telephone is doing are being emulated by other 
27 telephone companies. 
28 Certainly if you live in Pacific Telephone, the choice 
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may not have long-
id escalating pr are going 
the consumer is going to find 
up le or tr e or whatever. 
is ion an instrument is 
so very ant. 
MR. MC ELDOWNEY: Those would be my three, too. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Long-distance, phone 
ruments. 
MS. SOLOW: Also, I nk one of the major 
ems that I see ng up is: What is to happen to 
hi cost areas of i i I in city, 
a lot of it our telephone buck, but 
reach areas of Cali ia, I d very 
rural pr did not esc ate become 
le. I t is a or -- should be a major 
concern of your tee, I think the rural users of 
telephone may some ial as l. 
I you very much. I hope 
that you'll sti may some ions. 
MS. SOLOW: 
MR. a statement here from 
a I just g to you? was unable 
27 to stay to give it. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Yes. We'll produce that as 
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1 No. 3, AT&T, we have Earl shee, Communica-
s stant e-Pres Evelyn eland, Branch 
ion Systems. Pacific Bell, we 
Cambern, sistant Vice-President for External 
Pacific Te is. General Telephone, we have George 
Customer Relations; and Sprint, 
~7elch, Director of Corporate Communications. 
9 Anybody can start. Identify yourselves so our recorder 
10 knows who' s speaking. 
11 W!)y don' t we let's start in the order that I've 
12 introduced them, perhaps go with AT&T, first. 
13 MR. FORSHEE: Thank you very much. It is a 
14 pleasure to be ab to appear before your Committee, Senator, 
and express AT&T Communications' viewpoint on these matters, 
and we hope that our comments will be helpful to you. I will 
17 restr t my comments to the subject matter contained in your 
18 invitation to Committee as you had requested earlier in 
s morning's meet And I have some prepared comments, 
20 and you may feel free to interrupt at any point if you wish. 
21 Cer the public, the telecommunications and 
Communications have gone through major changes in recent 
months: the separat of local exchange companies, and the 
b of a new -distance carrier, AT&T Communications, are 
major events that were conceived and implemented with the 
26 public good in mind. 
27 AT&T Communications went through tremendous internal 
28 I I I I I 
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1 e customer account records to AT&T Communications in 








omer questions for services it provides through our own 
that will be pr ed on the customer's bill. 
a measure of success in the current billing 
' I a regulatory group that takes referrals from 
ifornia Public Utilities Commission, and it's my 
9 the year, we've received one residential inquiry on billing 
10 matters. And that, to me, is some measure of success in our 
current billing arrangement, vis-a-vis, the public's under-
12 st 
13 Addition ly, AT&T Communications has an Account 
ry Center which answers questions direct from business 
account customers. Account Inquiry Center has received 
customer complaints. The type of questions that we are 
ng today concern billing adjustments, and these are the 
of customer iries that we have been receiving over 
years, anyway, in our ry. 
Question No. 2: "How successful have the toll-free 
21 to customers? How many have the service? 
seems to be the most common complaints?" For residence 
customers in AT&T Communications, toll-free residential 
24 assist telephone number 800-222-0300 has been operational since 
March of 1983. We believe that this number has been helpful 
to residential customers. We receive approximately 600 to 
27 800 calls a day on this telephone number. Customers are able 
28 to obtain our number from referrals, also from the local 
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1 diff y reaching other companies' advertised 800 numbers. 
2 AT&T Communications has received letters of accommo-
3 from residential and business customers for the 
4 assistance that AT&T Communications customer representatives 
6 Question No. 3: "How has your company changed to 
7 cope with the new consumer concerns? What changes are planned 
8 the future?n As previously mentioned, we have reacted 
9 to our customers' concerns by establishing toll-free numbers 
10 for business and residence customers. We also plan to provide 
11 a toll-free number to resolve billing questions when customer 
12 account records have been transferred to us from Pacific Bell 
13 in the third quarter. 
14 Also, just this week, AT&T Communications has 
15 established a new toll-free number to handle questions 
ing our calling cards. 
17 To respond to the needs of our business customers, 
since October 1983, we have established four new centers in 
California. A Residence Service Center has also been 
20 established, and we plan to add more residence offices in 
21 the future to handle the more than seven million residence 
accounts. 
23 We have also established interdepartmental teams to 
24 evaluate our customers' service, and to take action as 
25 necessary. Our operators have been trained to refer customers 
26 with questions to the correct contacts. 
27 Finally, we have instituted a customer-appeals 
28 process which is designed to resolve questions that are brought 
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from t experiences and we 
cont nue to learn iences, and we're continuing 
our tomer satisfact 
I There's been a reference 
the Griffith commercials that tell the customers not 
to do g. Are you going to continue to run them? 
ion.) 
CHAI Let's stop for just a 
coup of minutes. needs some time to change the tape. 
10 We'll take a five-minute break. 
11 (Brief recess.) 
12 CHAIRMAN I think we're ready to 
13 reconvene. is that the way you pronounce your 








, about the Griffith's commercials which tell the 
customers to nothing. I assume they're still running. Are 
goi.ng to continue to run them, or are you not? What 
reaction have you rece from them? 
MR. Yes, sir. As it turns out, that 
ar commercial is by AT&T Informations 
t other company is l le here, and that 
we can clear that up r 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Okay. 
MS. COPELAND: Senator, we have completed 
t series of runs at this time on Andy Griffith campaign. 
IRMAN Oh, I see. So, anybody 
27 who hasn't seen it before, won't see it again. 
28 MS. COPELAND: Unless they're reruns. 
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se cost of ng a istance in ion 1 to 
2 seventy-five cents as been cated? 
MR. FORSHEE: Information call, we would assume 
4 o be Directory Assist? 
5 
6 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Yes. 
MR. FORSHEE: The matter of Directory Assistance 
7 is presently under investigation in the rate proceeding that 
8 we are part of over at the Public Utilities Commission. It's 
9 a relatively complicated question, and I'll try and be as 
10 br f as I can. 
11 The issue for AT&T Communications at this particular 
12 time is that the access charge tariff that has been 
13 established for our gaging access to the network for the pur-
pose of Directory Assist establishes a relatively high charge 
15 to AT&T for that access. Subsequently, if that access charge 
16 tariff remains at that level, AT&T Communications will have to 
17 se its Directory Assistance charge level. We have appealed 
18 that in our testimony that been filed before the Commission, 
19 will be hearings on the 6th of March on that matter, 
20 and that ns, in that case, an open question. But we 
21 would hope, in fact, to be able to lower the access charges 
22 to more of the level or closer to the cost Pacific Bell has 
i icated is the true cost of Di Assistance, in which 
24 case we wouldn't have quite the problem that we have at this 
instant. 
26 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: One other thing that has 
27 come up in my District office; for example, what's going to 
28 the policy with regard to providing equipment to the 
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at AT&T, have filed a 
ca ly t over and responsibilities 
sted the if ariff prior to divesti-
ure. If it would be convenient for you, I can obtain a 
of that tariff and refer that on to you. 
I How would that information 
out to consumers? 
MR. I lieve from t point of view 
consumers, there's been effect y no change in the 
status as a ction of divestiture. It just means that since 
ific no that tariff their name, or 
ific 11, now has aken over t ariff for the 
handi equ 
CHAI I see. l right, Miss 
1 would you presentation? 
r. AT&T 
In ion terns is the r of equipment for residence 
t ecommun at We were initial 
3 as a t of the Communications 
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1 in I il time frame, we will start sending 
2 our customers a totally separate bill for equipment for 
3 residence and business equipment. They will notified in 
4 advance of those changes to avoid confusion. 
5 "How successful have the toll-free assistance phone 
6 numbers been to consumers, and how many have used the 
7 services?" At the beginning of January, our customers did 
8 encounter some delays in reaching us. However, the problem has 
9 resolved at this time. We maintain the same nationwide 
10 sales and services numbers that we had in 1983. These toll-
11 free numbers have been helpful to residents since divestiture. 
12 We have received approximately 31,000 calls per day in 
13 our 18 locations throughout California; that's business and 
14 residence customers. The most frequent inquiry that we get 
15 pertains to: "How does divestiture impact me as a consumer? 
16 How has the company changed to cope with the new consumer 
17 concerns, and what changes are planned for the future?" In 
18 order to help our customers and employees adjust to divesti-
19 ture, we had a liminary practice period during November and 
20 December. This allowed us to smooth customer interfaces and 
21 use our new operating procedures. We have available a 
22 Customer Inquiry procedure to respond to customer concerns in 
a t ly manner. There are changes that will occur as we 
24 move forward, and we will notify our customer of these changes 
25 as soon as they're finalized. An example of this would be the 
26 changing of our Phone Center hours and days of operations. 
27 ''How does advertising affect the consumer's state of 
28 confusion?" Our advertising in Consumer Information has 
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6 reasonab to wil a while longer before 
l of our customers rst the different roles and 
s services in our new environment. We will continue 
9 to use mass advertising, face-to-face meetings, provide 
10 stickers with the appropriate numbers to call, to insure that 
11 our employees not only answer questions, but continue to 






the lie to t new equipment 
g was stated earlier, 
some con in our customers 
most favorab to ility of a full 
range f pro s, s, or leas These 
alternat s low customer o se t s and 
plans that ir 1 
As I ment e re was some customer 
con 
we 
ing t f of January; however 
noti a signif ase in the last two weeks. 
made every effort to make is a smooth transition for 
cess. 
to manage th this 
How will rural equipment 
i you don't have a local Center nearby? 
MS. COPELAND: We have mail that can be used. 
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' 
'm nded one of Senators: "I represent 
5 counties up north, and I can t get one place to 
a no r in a How are we g6ing'to t care of those 
e the areas? ly your Phone Equipment 
7 Centers are going to be where most people are. 
8 MS OSTERGARD: r, I'm Sue Ostergard of 
9 AT&T Information Systems. I represent primarily the residentia 
10 s We do have, as Evelyn mentioned, 100 customer centers 
11 throughout the State, addit to Direct Delivery Service. 











out -- for example, 1 wi a carrier like UPS -- that 
will delivered in one to two days. So, if they 
are in one of those remote areas, ei r for repair or for 
getting new equ at is a way of providing equipment to 
t 
As you may also , AT&T is distributing its equip-
ment t ot clear y, if you will, retail vendors, 
so it may be avail le to them in other retail locations. 
MR. CAMBERN: Senator, in addition to repre-
senting Pacific Bell, I so represent Pacific Telesis group, 
effective the first of year, a new unit of the PacTel 
group, Pacific lecommunications, went into business offering 
residential and business equ to consumers. Their plan 
delivery contemplates no more than two, and in most cases 
in many cases -- t next-morning delivery, utilizing, I 
bel , Burolater Courier, ~sour curre-nt carrier. 
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bill ng Have t con ing?" I'd like 
identi the new b ing s before discussing 
the r succes . Pacific Be 1 customers are now receiving 
one month te bill wh is into three 
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1 off to istance companies, but as of now, they 
3 f AT&T is the customer's long-distance company, then 
4 only one bill is received and only one monthly payment is 
5 made; and that is to us. Pacific Bell will also handle any 
6 question concern AT&Ts long-distance charges. Rental 
7 charges on any equipment leased from AT&T will be shown on 
8 Pacific Bell's bill through April 1984. And as indicated by 
9 the AT&T representative, after that date, AT&T will bill the 
10 customer directly for any leased equipment that they have from 
11 them. 
12 Customers are provided with telephone numbers on 
13 the bill to call if they have any questions on our billing 
14 policies, including payment dates. Questions regarding 
15 charges and credit, those arrangements will remain the same. 
16 We started sending out the new segmented format with 
17 our October 1984 bills so that our customers would have three 
18 months prior to the actual date of divestiture to get used to 
19 t format. 
20 We also provided notice of our new billing procedures 
21 through bill inserts and brochures and pamphlets that were 
22 made available to all of our customers. 
23 A majority of questions received by our toll-free 
24 Let's Talk operators, right after the bill was introduced in 
25 October, concerned the new segmented bill. We believe that the 
26 combination of bill inserts and availability of Let's Talk 
27 has eliminated most confusion as to the new billing procedures 
28 and that the cut over to these procedures has been successful. 
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l Street Journal. has also been printed in 
l bill inserts, as Openline, to 
customers of the availability of the 
use. of s to g 
ific Bell an ity to be open and t with our 
customers in connection with changes to titure. We 
s has ry success Any means of 




iture bene t our customers ult ely 
ves. 
measure of t success of the program is the 
of c ls rece 




t to you. 
in 
vo 
from customers. Only 1,921 calls 
a half months of operation 
ica to a total of almost 
t the of c ls as 
d s i my written testimony which I 
But it increase dramatically, 
is 
with 21, calls. However, in 
as I have indicated in my 
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The vas orit of t 
7, calls -- and I'm 
second week, 3,000 the 
calls are in the form of 
questions, not compl nts. sample token of calls taken 
J produces the following breakdown: 
39 rcent of the calls were specifically billing questions, 
precisely the same type of questions t we have been 
rece to our service reps in the past; 24 percent were 
10 questions on equipment; 16 percent were questions on long-
11 stance 21 percent were scellaneous topics. 
12 In the category specific billing questions, the 
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13 customers were asking about charges on their existing bill, or 
wanted to place an order for service. In this case, the 
representatives re the customer to the appropriate 
16 business o ice to complete the transaction. 
t ions alt wi how, where and who 
t customer d contact to ase or repair their 
tel tative explained the 






business number. Inci ally, all of these numbers appear 
on t telephone bill in the form of 800 numbers. I think as 
our customers get ex per ce, they will call these 
as a natural choice. 
Customers ir about long-distance were concerned 
about how to a long-distance carrier, and whether they must 
27 have touch-tone service to complete a long-distance call. 
28 In t miscellaneous categories, questions 
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1 rate case ce areas, stock and 
2 quest the Paci Telesis group. 
t s your company to cope 






for future?" Probably the bi our company 
th respect to new consumer concerns is total 
is we are plac on ing our customers aware of 
s in our responsive to 
consumer concerns. The of the Bell System has created 








customers aware of s is absolutely necessary. 
Some of our efforts toward this goal are as follows 
I'll t , and I have a , Senator, of the 
materials that we use, the communications materials that we 
ly use -- bill inserts on our rate scuss of 
and a descr of our new service areas; 
customers' news ter rected to residence customers 
tell them n ad t they will be 
faced ifi Bel , a customer newsletter for 
customers; 's whi I've already described 
d stiture-related questions; and corporate 
s t le society to r -- and we're attempting to 
a mole hill out of a mountain -- information, 
as a called Discussing Divestiture, which sup-
plied out s with the necessary formation for 
answering quest from relat s and friends, was distributed 
in November. We have 100, employees. They are the people 
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1 that received the questions, not all of them over the tele-
2 phone as a call to the telephone company. We made a conscious 
3 effort to equip them to answer the questions of their friends 
4 and neighbors. Sponsorship and a seminar in partnership with 
5 the Golden Gate University on deregulation and its customer 
6 impact was held in June of 1983. Mr. McEldowney participated 
7 in that seminar with us, and many speeches by volunteer 
8 speakers and executives to whatever group we could assemble 
9 to listen to our message were made during the months prior 
10 to divestiture. And many, many talk show and media opportun-
11 ities to discuss what was happening to us and ultimately how 
12 it would impact our customers. 
13 We plan to continue the Consumer Advisory Panel. 
14 Once again, this is the outfit that Mr. McEldowney is involved 
15 with. It's a 12-member group of community leaders who 
16 advise us of how our policy will affect our customers. This 
17 Panel rotates its bi-monthly meetings around the State and 
18 reports regularly to a branch of our own Board of Directors. 
19 We're expanding this operation in '84 to include a regional 
20 panel in the northern area to insure that rural interests 
21 are represented as well. 
22 We're also going to continue our Consumer Advisory 
23 Council, which is a group of consumer leaders formed to 
24 address a single issue. The formation of our seventh such 
25 Council is underway, and this Council will address the topic 
26 of Customer Complaints. These Councils are disbanded after 
27 making their recommendation to the Board of Directors. 
28 Company changes for the future will depend on the 
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resolution f issues as access charges and the 
intra- ce area, or int toll-free competition 
issue that is current y the ission. 
One th g rta we will not lessen our attempts 
0 our customers aware of , and may very well 
intensi even more as need for acti ty develops. 
plan is t all directories published 
in '84 and afterwards ll inc information on 
Pacific Bell, how to with us, in an attempt to 
clarify t service area boundaries. 
One i cat of how far we will go in helping our 














our ing of 611 t ls. though 
telephone sets are no the responsibili y of Pacific 
1, we are g our customers to l 611 and then 
we will att them through t processes necessary 
to isolate lem, whet r it's in the instrument, 
whether it's t insi ng, or whether it's in our 
switch faciliti s, and our customers so that we can 
either t care of it or refer them to the appropriate 
organization t has the responsib lity for accomplishing 
se rs, 
are doing eve hing poss le to insulate the 
customer from t i of a $40 ce charge that 
happens we come out an find re ly the problem is not 
in area t we have res pons lity for and our tariff 
27 forces us to bill that 
28 does feet the consumer's state of 
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1 confusion?" We feel that the type of advertising described 
2 in the answer to the preceding questions has helped to 
3 alleviate confusion in the minds of customers. The only 
4 reasonably accurate way to measure this confusion would be 
5 through before-and-after surveys of our customers, whether 
6 they are very, very expensive; and we have elected not to 
7 embark on that endeavor. 
8 The decrease in the number of inquiries to Let's Talk 
9 during the first four weeks of January is also an answer to 
10 your second question. 
11 ''How is the public responding to new equipment 
12 leasing and purchasing procedures?" In general, our perception 
13 is that the public has responded well to new equipment leasing 
14 and purchasing procedures. We've used various types of 
15 advertising to inform customers of these procedures, including 
16 Openline bill inserts, brochures and media publications. We 
also sent two pieces of information concerning the purchase 
18 of equipment to residence customers with the mailing special 
19 in November of '82, and repeated the offering January of '83. 
20 And we've already discussed the other efforts of either 
21 Commission to encourage people to purchase their instruments. 
22 "Are consumers aware of new long-distance selective 
23 procedures?!! We've not provided consumers in California with 
24 complete details as to long-distance selection procedures to 
25 use after equal access becomes available. We will not have 
26 equal access, and equal access is the same dialing procedure 
27 for all long-distance carriers until September of 1984. And 
28 at that time, two areas will have this capability. 
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1 Because of all ot changes that took place 
2 on January 1, '84 and because of the possibility of further 
4 quarter of '84 to start our Consumer Awareness Program on 
5 equal access. That's for long-distance selection. 
6 At the present t , we're telling customers that they 
7 will have to make a choice about carriers sometime late in 
8 1984. Until then, they can select a new long-distance 
9 carrier or continue with their current carrier until they hear 
10 from us. Our Openline bill insert for December '83 showed a 
11 picture of the service areas within California, explained that 
12 we will handle long-distance within the service areas, and 
13 stated that any other type of long-distance service will be 
14 handled by the long-distance company of your choice. 
15 We also stated that in the future, when dialing 
16 procedures change, we will advise you well in advance. We 
17 will insure that lifornia consumers will be completely aware 
18 of new long-distance selection procedures at least three months 
19 in advance, at t t they will actually have to make 
20 a selection. 
21 Again, me thank you, Senator, for the opportunity 
22 to address the Committee, and I will certainly attempt to 
23 answer any questions you or others might have. 
24 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Well, ike many others, I 
25 just received my new telephone bill. 
26 MR. CAMBERN: You're a good customer. 
27 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: And I just ran some totals, 
28 and something doesn't quite work out. That may be a computer 
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But let me a le of questions, because right 
now, examn it's 1 on one you knmJ --- v7e t a bill 
r 
Pac fie 1 
MR. 
CHAIRMAN 
stance callings and s 
here. 
MR. CAMBERl~ : 
you've included the 
area calls. Everything's 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: I guess one of my concerns 
-- and it may be a concern the companies as 'tvell to~Arard 
future -- if, in fact, people will eventually get three 
telephone es. If you decide, for example, 
you're not to cont to total billing so 
everybody gets one phone bill, I might be 
for some interest prob Because nerson getting 
to bills s, "1.Jell, I can't pav all three 
of them, so s month I'll pay this one, and the next month 
I'll pay is one, and some o month I'll pay the third 
one," and for each one of you, may be creating a future 
And I don't know vJhether it's goinf, to be possible, 
example, you to -- for Paci Bell to continue to 
on one bill, service happens to be, 
that's a profitable operation you, v:rhe ther it 
sense for you to it, or ther you have some other 
ideas. 
a three-
MR. CAMBERN: \.Jell, we just concluded, I believe, 
contract, or consummated a three year contract, 
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1 with AT&T Communications where we have agreed to bill for them 
2 and negotiate inquiries on their calls for a three-month 
3 period. And I believe the value of that contract was $900 
4 million. That service is being provided in a fashion that is 
5 not a burden on the local telephone customers, But one of the 
6 specific requirements of the modified final judgment, or the 
7 consent decree, was that if we made an offer, as an example, 
8 to AT&T Communications to include their charges on our bill, 
9 that the same offer must be made to the other carriers under 
10 the same terms. How that evolves in the future is a matter of 
11 choice. I think that we're sort of creatures of habit. 
12 My wife, because she likes credit cards, pays five 
13 gas bills a month, because she's got Shell and Chevron and a 
14 whole bunch of the other credit cards -- potentially a problem. 
15 But I think that the transition that we're involved in now 
16 is very quickly going to level out as people become accustomed 
17 with the new procedures. 
18 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Let me tell you one other 
19 thing, too. You go through the bill and you get to the end 
20 and then you find out the description of what it's all about. 
21 And it just seems to me that maybe for a period of time a 
22 description ought to be on the top, so that people at least 
23 become much more familiar with what the individual sheets are. 
24 I don't know whether you've given that some thought or not. 
25 MR. CAMBERN: No, we haven't. If we have, I'm 
26 not aware of it and that's an interesting suggestion, Senator. 
27 Let me pursue it. We always put the total on the back of 
28 the bill because that's the bad news. 
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1 RMAN ROSENTHAL: And you that boxed 
2 that's fine, because t 's t thing that says, "Please 
3 your che lefor that amount." But people then 
ook at some of t ot r things; they don 1 t know what it 
is until they get to t of the bill, and that's back here. 
6 The other thing, too, you indicated -- and I remember 
7 seeing some identification of what our service area or LATA 
8 was. It might make sense to do that n, not just the one-
9 time kind of a thing, so people begin to be aware of that 
10 service area concept, and maybe even a map for the person in 
11 their individual districts as to what that service area is. 
12 MR. CAMBERN: Yes. We're thinking about using 
13 the telephone directory as the medium for giving the visual 
14 information out. Of course, your bill will indicate the charges 
within the service area will be in the Pacific Bell portion 
16 of the bill. The charges between service areas will either 
be on the AT&T portion, or a bill rendered by one of the other 
15 carriers that have been licensed to provide intrastate 
service within California. 
20 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Do you think the telephone 
21 customer is already aware of what a service area is? 
22 MR. CAMBERN: Absolutely not. Absolutely not. 
23 When we give you these figures of the number of people that 
24 have called Let's Talk, we have to constantly remind ourselves 
25 we're talking about a base of eight million customers; and 
26 frankly, we're talking about customers that infrequently have 
27 the necessity or the requirement to assess the telephone 
28 company. When they get to us, we can explain it, or attempt 
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1 to explain what's going on. But many, many customers, until 
2 we reach the point where some sort of declaration is going to 
3 have to be made, carrier designation, unless they're avid 
4 readers of the newspaper, some probably may not even realize 
5 the dynamics of what's been going on in our industry. 
6 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Finally, let me touch upon 
7 another subject that I've had some interest in and wfu~ch is 
8 already in existence in one part of the State. What's your 
9 opinion of the T§le-CUB issue? 
10 MR. CAMBERN: We are not supporting Tele-CUB. 
11 Our position on the issue is that we feel there has been, and 
12 will continue to be, adequate consumer input to the regulatory 
13 process. It appears to be redundant to a process that's 
14 already in place. It's establishing a new level, a new 
15 hierarchy. If people feel that consumers have not been 
16 adequately represented before the Commission in the past, I 
17 would submit that they check the figures on their bill and 
18 compare those figures to elsewhere in the United States. 
19 Although telephone service on a national basis is a bargain, 
20 it's a particular bargain in California, mainly because of 
21 the activity of the Commission. And I think candidly because 
22 of the intervening efforts of the consumer groups that have 
23 been effective in making their point of view known. 
24 We were the first company to have Lifeline service, 
25 and certainly the consumer groups which-- don't misunderstand 
26 me -- are responsible interveners by and large have had an 
27 impact. 
28 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Okay. Consumers may have 
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ions lat n 
General Bevins, Vice-President of 
Relation 
MR. Senator, for the 
unity of ing here. in, li my colleagues here, 
iment your response o issues of concern to our 
7 consumers. We, too have had some difficulty compiling 
8 's s, we do a stats here. 
9 Ours may not as sive or as great as some 
10 of the others, because we haven't been effected quite 
11 extensively as has our associates in t industry. In fact, 
12 I wonder whether everyone is re ly familiar with the areas 





reco -- we are up in t Los Gatos, Morgan Hill, 
, Fowler, Li nd of spe>tty t , coming 
down t Santa we sk down to the area of West 
Los les and Santa Moni areas, then south into 
Lon and out into t ert area of Palm Springs and 
no old e ain. But that's 
our territory and we about two and a 
l customers. t i service hasn't been greatly 
d vestiture. 
On conti to be served in 
much t same fashion as were prio to the divestiture 
date of January 1st of '84. 
IRMAN Which many of them have 
indicated wasn't very good to n with. 
NS: Well, I hope that's not true. 
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1 Let me get this in the record. What I meant was they 
2 can continue to purchase telephones or rent them just as they 
3 were prior to that date, and they still make long-distance 
4 phone calls in the same fashion as they were prior, in that 
5 they have a choice of their carriers for long-distance. And 
6 unless they indicate that they want another carrier, they will 
7 continue doing it in the fashion that they always have. So, 
8 the impact has not been quite as great. 
9 The greatest impact to us seems to have been more in 
10 the area of customers wondering just what they had to do, and 
11 especially in view of the advertising and the media and all 
12 of the attention that was focused on it. So, we got a lot 
13 of questions in my Department. In Custom Relations we handle 
14 a lot of those questions. 
15 Some of the major ones I've listed here, the ten-
16 most-frequently-asked questions in order of priority is, 
17 as you mentioned earlier: "Do I have to buy my phone now, or 
18 can I wait until later? Can I buy the one I'm leasing now, 
19 and if I do, who will maintain it?" And as you mentioned 
20 earlier: "Is it better to buy or lease?" So, these are 
21 questions that are continually coming up. "Do I have to make 
22 a choice in long-distance companies? Which one is cheaper? 
23 How will these long-distance companies bill? What are the 
24 different long-distance companies? Will my local service 
25 charges go up or down? Do I have to have touch-call service 
26 in order to use AT&T long-distance, or one of the others? 
27 Can I still call out of my service area if I don't choose a 
28 toll vendor or carrier?" 
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and in my test g with 
ions, 
alan with answers, that wants a copy. 
t see me. 
6 I bel that t quest pretty well sum up 
7 customer's concerns have n the last 
s iture. 
9 To cifical ions that you 
i first, "How success have new 
11 billi d they confusing?" We 
12 have made very few ges in our billing. We do have long-
stance intra-LATA from t long-distance that 
would be bil d to , so that's easi i ified. We're 
not aware of any lems t been ed as a result 
of that. We 't had any questions on t point. 
t second ion: successful have toll-
assistance to consumers, and how 
many servi what seems to be most 
common 1 nt?" Well, we just covered most of points 
t genera we believe that our assistance lines have 
mas success based on t rs of calls which 
ly i and But at t 
t complaints referred to us the 
Utilities ssion d d about 25 percent over what 
t normal was. So, it indicates that toll-free 
27 ass stance lines are allowing us to get in on the complaints 
earl t we them. 
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1 The technical assistance number that we've identified 
2 is 800-221-6030, and that's a number that our customers can 
3 call if they wonder about whether the trouble is in their 
4 telephone or perhaps in the line or central office, and they 
5 want some assistance in determining tests that they could 
6 run before they come down to the Phone Mart or perhaps buy 
7 another telephone. Or, if they're engaged in wiring their 
8 own home, or putting in the modularized jacks, they can get 
9 help through that number. 
10 We also have the Consumer Action line which we have 
11 publicized through bill inserts, and it's in the front of all 
12 of our directories now. It has been since November of '83. 
13 That was gradually introduced over a period of a year as new 
14 directories came out, and that number is 800-982-6347. 
15 Then we've introduced just within the last few 
16 months an Information line which our customers can call if 
17 they have questions about access charges, or the rate case 
18 that we have in progress right now. And they've been provided 
19 in bill inserts, materials, newspaper ads, and have been 
20 provided in talks and on brochures that are handed out in 
21 our Phone Marts. 
22 We've received about 2,000 calls in December, and 
23 about 2800 calls in January, on the Action line and the 
24 Technical Assistance lines there. So, our customers are 
25 aware, and they are using these numbers. 
26 Question 3 on "How is your company changed to cope 
21 with new consumer concerns? What changes are planned for the 
28 future?" All of our efforts have been directed to minimize 
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1 the ef of t divestiture, and we've also , and still 
2 ry to be, ete te company to our customers. 
3 Ou , as mrm t oned ear ie r·, can s L i l l today l ('ase 
4 purchas hei t 1 just as t y were do ng prior to 
5 divestiture. p ces in tel s from the Phone 
6 are $ to $300, which is quite a range; and we have 28 
7 Marts that are located throughout our serving area. 
8 In addition to that, we several Convenience 
9 (;enters which people, that are not located near a Phone Mart, 
10 can go to a place that may nearer to them and have their 
11 telephones che over, or purchase new ones. 
12 We also have Custom ces available from our 
13 electronic offices. 
14 As far as any are concerned, last year we 
15 introduced a e d sion of our company o serve the 
business customer. I see our company responding much more 
17 qui ly to our customers' concerns than in the past. I think 
18 that's a good trend, an we wi l certainly emphasize that and 
encourage i in future 
Prices for all of our services will continue to 
21 reflect the cost of ding those se ces. We're adding 
t our product lines in t enhanced computer-generated 
s ces l Electronic Mail, remote Call Forwarding, 3-Way 
24 Calling; and our Custom Se ces packet: switching, shopping 
and banking by tel And we're also working with the 
county Consumer Aff rs rtment to establish a Consumer 
27 Advisory Task Force jn order to n more information and 
28 input on the matters that are affecting our customers. 
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1 On h quest as to our advertising 
2 effect customer's state of confusion, we've published 
3 very cr t ve ads covering the ten a ph-
4 ical serv areas in California, and t intent of access 
5 We've publ the service areas on a big map, and 
6 we have cop s of those ads that are available in the packet 
7 that we can hand out. We will continue to do that and try 
8 to educate our customers to the fact that we do have very 
9 ·clearly identified service areas. We hope that our advertising 
10 has been successful and tending to quiet the fears and 
11 eliminating some confusion, because it has been quite evident 
12 that there has been confusion. 
've ized in our advertising the $4 billion 
14 five-year Service Improvement and Modernizat program that 
I know you ve a program of chan ng over your 
18 t ' e re some problems in that 
area. Have the recent lopments made this more difficult 
or easier? 
2 MR. BEVINS: You mean in t f d of 
electronics? 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Right. In other words, has 
th whole program of divestiture, and what it is you're going 
to able to earn your money on, made it more difficult to 
attain the technical changes that you've been working on? 
27 MR. BEVINS: Well, we've made every effort to 
28 try to prevent anything from interferring with our Service 
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1 program. 's a tment we've made to our-
2 selves and to our customers, and we're depending on a cost-
3 base pricing as a means to accomplish this. And that has been 
4 the or influence in our or rate case that's pending 
5 fore the Commission r t now. So, we trust that we will 
6 be able to continue successfully with the conversion of all 
7 of our electromechanical switches to function without any 
8 interference in our schedule. 
9 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Let me just -- one further 
10 question in terms of your program of advertising. What do 
11 you think about Pacific Bell saying if you have a problem, call 
12 them? Do you want your customers calling them? 
l3 MR. BEVINS: We have never ever suggested that 
14 if our customers have problems to call Bell. 
15 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Okay. I'm just being a 
16 little facetious. 
17 In their advertising, they say that if you have any problems 
18 with your telephone, any telephone customer, you know, 
19 "call us." I just won d what other companies thought 
20 about that kind of advertising. 
21 MR. BEVINS: Well, we have thought more about 
22 ways of communicating with our customer than we have in the 
23 past, and hence, we have t three 800 numbers that a year 
24 ago didn't exist. We feel quite proud about our Consumer 
25 Action line in that, when a call comes in to that group, it is 
26 not passed on to someone else, but we remain the follow-up 
27 point for the resolution of whatever problem is brought to our 
28 attention. So, we are just about 98 percent effective in 
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1 making sure that our customers are not having continued 
2 follow-up problems in the same area. 
3 
4 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Now that AT&T has taken over 
control of the equipment, what is your policy now 
5 regarding repairs? 
6 MR. BEVINS: If the customer is still renting 
7 from us, we continue repair just as we had previously, wlth 
8 one exception: that if a customer, under the rental basis, 
9 wants us to come out, we have a $10 visit charge, and we will 
10 fix it on premise. We do let them know they can avoid that 




CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: I see. Thank you. 
Yes, did you want to comment? 
MS. OSTERGARD: Perhaps this is the time to 
15 clarify the AT&Ts repair procedures, because there was some 
16 misunderstanding previously. 
17 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Will you identify yourself? 
18 MS. OSTERGARD: Yes. I'm Sue Ostergard with AT&T 
19 Information Systems. I have the responsibility for r-esidential 
20 Phone Centers in Southern California. 
21 On repairs for residence service, if the customer is 
22 leasing from us, the set itself is maintained at no charge, 
23 as it was in the past. If they bring the set into the Phone 
24 Center store, we swap it out; if they want to do it via mail, 
25 we swap it out; if they do require a premise visit, there is 
26 a one-time charge, as in this case of AT&T, to go to that 
27 premise, to go to the customer to make the repair. 
28 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Now, their charge is $10. 
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l is yours? 
2 MS. OSTERGARD: Depending on what the problem is, 
3 there would normal y be a amount. 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: And how does that --
5 Is that t same, regardless of whe~her it's rural 
6 or urban in both your cases? 
7 MS. OSTERGARD: That's correct. Now, it's 
8 related to the time it takes to repair it; depending on the 
9 problem, the price could change. 
10 Our warranty on equipment that has been sold in 
11 place is the 90 days that Mr. Cambern mentioned, or we would 
12 honor the 180, if that was what was in effect previously. 
13 New equipment that they vrould buy from us, it wot1ld be a 
14 period of one year. So, you really have to look at each 
15 individual case to really assess what is t cost-forming 
16 maintenance on a set, because in most cases, there is no 
17 charge associated with that. 
18 We do have agenci~s, in addition, throughout the 
19 State, where things can be pickcid up or dropped off, that 
20 would help in those more rural locations. 
21 CHAIRMAn ROSENTIIAL: Thank you. 
22 Do have a lon~ record there o~ the number of 
23 MR. BEVI~TS: I am on ~uestion 4. You asked 
24 six questions, so 
25 CHt'I:rtMAN HOSENTHAL: So, there's just two nore 
26 questions to answer? 
27 
28 
~R. BEVINS: Yes. 
CHAIRHAN :10SENTHAL: Okay. 
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1 MR. BEVINS: The fourth question we were in the 
2 process of answering is to how effective the advertising has 
3 heen with regard to the matter of confusion. And the thrust 
4 of our advertis just to kind of summarize, is to encourage 
5 our customers' confidence in us as a complete, single-source 
6 telecommunications service company. And that's really the 
7 thrust of our advertising. If that means some adjustments 
8 in our current approach because of details and facts that 
9 we're not aware of right now, adjustments will be made to 
10 achieve that objective. 
11 We've kind of touched on the matter of the maintenance. 
12 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Right. 
13 MR. BEVINS: The sixth question was: "Are 
14 consumers aware of long-distance selection procedures?" And 
15 I have to kind of say, at least from where I'm coming from 
16 and dealing with Customer Relations and answering questions 
17 of our customers -- I would have to say probably not, unless 
18 they obtain more information from one of the long-distance 
19 companies, they probably wouldn't be able to make a good 
20 buying decision. If they call in one of our Hot lines, 
21 though, and ask one of those questions I mentioned, we suggest 
22 to that caller that they do a cost-comparison study of their 
23 own, after contacting maybe two or three, at least, of the 
24 long-distance companies, getting their prices, and then 
25 comparing them wjth their own billing and calling patterns 
26 in making their decision based on that. 
27 
28 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Fine. Thank you very much. 
Now, representing Sprint, Craig Welch, Director of 
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e ications. 
MR. you, Senator Rosenthal. I 
want to express appreciation unity to speak 
4 group t , and ially to express an additional 
the i to listen to the testimony of 
6 at this meet g. I f that that's also very useful 
7 us. And this morning, I might add, that we've heard some 
8 very wise and thought l consumer advice. 
9 I think se needs to be expressed to the California 
10 Senate Committee on and Public Utilities. And Senator 
11 Rosenthal's reputation is indeed national. And I think it's 





quality is going on. I must express admiration for the 
setting that we're in, too. It's a beauti campus. 
ifornia, of course, is a state has a pre-
nence in telecommunications. And I think to testify to 
at, Spr was in ifornia and continues to be 
a iforni company. We employ about 2400 Californians 
in the State. We serve --well, exactly 168,549 
Sprint customers, and 48,265 business Sprint customers. 
numbers are growing very rapidly every day. 
One of the consumer representatives wisely broke down 
picture that faces consumers today into three parts, when 
you asked them the three leading questions would be, and 
I really want to underscore and fortify at understanding. 
26 I think that if that bit of information were conveyed to 
27 consumers, it would 90 percent of the way helping to clear 
28 up the confusion, the idea being that you have three areas to 
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a consumer: your tel equ your 
tern i it, and 
t the ird being a s ance ion. In fact, I find, 
travel country, the concensus is that the 
a nee seems to be the easiest is for con-
sumers to make. In 've been able to make that 
ision for some t and continue to le to make that 
dec is It's not as l ed as equ decision 
9 many times. 
10 We are in a state of transition logically. I 





what went on. The telephone replaced telegraph more than 
years ago. It was a situat where there was 
someone invent a better "mouse trap." we know 
what 
Be 1 invented te and had 
f ing period. You can imagine 
consumers at t time, I'm fond of 
Bell companies 
ter Bell was 
court at one t indicted for fraudulently 
stock n scheme of ng able to communicate 
over wire voice. So, there was a lot of confusion at 
t t and to I don't think any of us would want to 
go to t t of the te really, that's 
at 1 s go on l of t I ems at we're 
grappling th as attorneys and iness people are going to 
smooth out as this techno gi change 
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I think some 
' 
a years from now, a 
ter s i to 0 is s say, 1 I 
make a cal an do we ca l t 
t t 're still a transi ion from 
ary to dial. I th about hal of in 
6 the United States are still rotary 
' 
and it 
7 il rates a problem t we had in establishing and 
8 our over t recent years, whi is in the 
9 process of healing. 
I brought along an ibit which many people find 
11 interesting. For people who want to do business in the 
12 current period with Sprint or MCI or other long-distance 
13 compan t do not have a touch-tone service -- and, by the 
way, it's important for consumers to different ate between 
tone and just a s le ton that's a 
story t has to be told very conscientiously, and we try to 
t thi is a device that replaces the mouthpiece 
on your ar dial tel And on in fact, I'd 
to it up. Thank you. On it is a smal number 
The microphone is within that little device. 
1 see a tiny hole re the voice goes through. We 
make these ob ects avai ab to customers who want to use our 
service. I think it's a good illustration of the lems 
hat people have in us a long-d stance service, and 
we're to that those are lems that will be 
going away when we are able to obtain equal access to the 
27 local operating companies. 
28 I might add that I don't think anybody in America 
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1 a lecture on benef s of it There are 
2 go g to be great benefits will stem from that, but more 
ant int very anx to pay our fair of 
4 what it costs to terconnect to t local systems. It needs 
5 to be pointed out that we are one of the best and biggest 
6 customers of the local operating companies around the country 
7 the area we serve. We stand on common ground with 
8 residential consumers in the interest of having local tele-
9 phone rates be fair. 
10 In summary, Sprint is very committed to universal 
11 service to doing everything we can to add, to maintain, to 
12 sustain and protect the concept of universal service. We're 
13 committed to whatever instrument public policy would create to 
14 preserve that, and in addition to that, the feline concept 
15 or whatever would evolve in the specific case. 
16 We are also very committed to quality service. We 
a strong at among the long-distance carriers for 
quality. In addit to that, we work very hard on customer 
ce, and we send a s rson into the field. We also 
20 hire a customer service person to back that individual up so 
21 that our customer has someone to talk to and take care of 
their needs. 
We have tried -- and this is not entirely unselfish 
on our part but we have tried to make our service very easy 
25 to acquire, to be a company that's easy to do business with. 
We recently redesigned our entire structure of offering our 
27 service. We haven't called it "the new Sprint," but what we 
28 did was to eliminate the monthly fees that had been in 
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ically to any o 
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e structures 
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ask you a question 
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as 
her that applies 
companies, or to you specifically, 
or not. Do you any comments hat? 
evolved cause i t 
h 






t y of 
Well, I t 's a prob that 
transition period of getting our 
vo erest that there 
0 
i y nterconnections 
t is is a problem 
i fold in the coming 
access. While we 
part to maintain he 
our quality is 
with the transition 
i lie policy. 
de long-
are using your service 
mean r --
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1 customers national 800 humbers e 24 hours 
2 a day at no cost to our customers; and in fact, we are 
establishing additional Hot line in coming weeks to 
4 satisfy those additional needs that might evolve. 
5 But in general, we are very eager to help participate 
6 in the dialogue, to develop the best public policy in this 
7 area, and to be committed to following through in complying 
8 with whatever policy evolves. 
9 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: What is Sprint's position 
10 on automatic referral to AT&T for long-distance customers who 
11 have not decided on a carrier? 
12 MR. WELCH: As a general statement, we are 
13 interested in competing as strongly as we can and aggressively 
14 as we can for every long-distance call, however you might 
15 def that. And I dn't say anything simp than 
16 we want the business. 
17 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Well, I understand. But 
18 are you notifying people that they can make a choice, and how 
they find out t t can make a choice call 
20 your company? We've heard when they call the other companies 
21 t they're being told that ~t some point down the line 
they 1 re going to have to make a choice and what t ices 
23 are. Where's the reciproc y? 
24 MR. WELCH: I'm not sure t I understand the 
25 question clearly. One interesting fact oight be is to point 
26 out that we have presently about two percent of the long-
27 distance market in the United States; a few years ago we had 
28 none. And our interest is in getting as large a share of the 
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we're cheaper. 11 
We 
hear you as l, you're 
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fusion, and one of 
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things t 
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1 extraordinary efforts to inform t of the alternatives, and 
2 I feel quite conf t the other long-distance carriers 
3 will be doing t same. 
4 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Okay. Well, thank you 
5 very much. I want you to remain there, because we want to 
6 have an open mike here now for some consumers to come up and 
7 ask some questions, but as they're coming up, I do want to 
8 introduce a couple of people who are sitting with me today. 
9 Paul Fadelli is the Consultant to the Senate Committee 
10 dealing with telecommunications issues. And Patty Stearns is 
11 Secretary to the Committee. I also want to at this time 
12 thank the two women sergeants who have made the arrangements 
13 here for the use of the hall and the equipment convenient. 
14 And also to our recorder for her contribution to what will 
15 eventually be a printed report available anybody who wants 
16 it of this hear g. 
17 With , let's now open the mike, we'll say, until 
18 15 or 20 minutes. And we'll be out of here probably by 
19 12:30. Why don't you ust come ri up, anybody who wants to 
20 make a comment. 
21 SPECTATOR: Senator, there are two consumer 
22 groups who want to make a comment. Can they make a statement? 
CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Sure. That's fine. Come 23 
24 on up. Just don't duplicate one another. If you will 
25 start off. 
26 MS. JARROW: My name is Virginia Jarrow. The 
27 Consumer Coalition of California wishes to thank Senator 
28 Rosenthal and this Committee for the opportunity to express 
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are not so much concerned 
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Information assistance. These services 
at twenty-five to seventy-five cents per 
call, yet the public is 
peculiar nature of the 
in a trap. Because of the 
lifornia service, we are 
of 
t 
ing h communities erlo into communities, 
1 for even our own alling areas, as 
as f in r. 
We i e the examp e of There is within a 
h Bay directory, 
directo 
rad he rectory, the 
t 
ion re an investment ach year 
over for every tel user r even local se ce. 
cost for serv to he and Orange 
y r areas eas ing the costs of owning 
white directories to 
out count g the yel page 
ly. That is with-





s matter must be 
concern to our individual 
27 users as well as the businesses who are paying to advertise 








severely 1 t 
We believe t services which are essential to the 
use of the t 1 cannot be on pie is 
and in a way wh h l ts rn California telephone 
customer to a penalty ce. Certainly business caught in 
the sharp rise in costs and the in revenues because of 
7 the limiting of business access will stop advertising in the 
8 phone book. 
9 This does not so the problem for the user who, 
10 unable to afford the twenty-five cents to seventy-five cents 
11 per Operator assist, will have to go to the library, the local 
12 telephone company, or cease to use the telephone for service 
13 calls. We are aware that studies by the telephone companies 
14 have addressed these issues. In the stud a very small per-
15 cent of the telephone users make the most of In ion 











Te~ephone to be rece ing the indemni , and th 
Pacific Tel also ng a revenue base than the 
ic rates, we 1 issue must addressed now. 
We are asking the Senate Committee to look into the 
possibility of a ruling to make the access to t telephone 
users of Informat serv without charge as our basic 
tel sion is t It is ant to inessman who 
is paying for advertising from which or she is receiving 
more and more restr access. It ant to the 
consumer who must access to informat It is important 
27 to the State of California who will lose tax revenues as more 
28 and more people are unable to use their telephone 
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sumer to We also are ng for iness members 
who a severe s f ness as the service areas become 
more more i ar. 
lso l t 1 le-
men tat of t to convert ine telephone systems 
to j telephones. service is being booked as muc.h as 
two years down the line which it ible for the 
user to get their repaired as mos are not skilled in 
disconnecting t maki g ns a ations. Yet, it 
is our tanding that these are sold in place, 
as as $55 is ing to the tomer to 
tel company service c.ome out, which must then take 
ace in res e, the tome the 
cannot remove it from the hard ne. 
We are f s 1 l that 
it this We are not f 
, 
ar with Pacific J.. 
Tel dec is PUC a ing that starting 
n 2 and cont ing 
' 
the General 
1 ce people would conduct a free jack conversion 
exist residential rate custome This decision 
t se 
of '82. 
was of t res dent al rate base increase. 
We were told that we to wait two years for 
ce even t 
have 
we asked for t conversion in July 
unable to find out how many res tial 
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1 customers have been serviced since most of our members were 
2 given the same information. We are therefore asking the 
3 Senate Committee to address itself to a bill which would 
4 require the utilities to fulfill their contracts with the PUC 
5 and the customer, or turn that portion allocated in the rate 
6 base to private vendors who would be paid for each completed 
7 conversion. 
8 We would also respectfully request that this same bill 
9 be applied across the board to other utilities as well as we 
10 are familiar with the enery program of the gas and electric 
11 companies which have had only a three percent response. 
12 Thank you for the opportunity to appear and express 
13 the views of our members. 
14 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Would someone on the 
15 Panel like to comment on her testimony? 
16 MR. CAMBERN: Yes, Senator. As to the recovery 
17 of costs that we incur in providing directory assistance, 
18 directories in some of the other services that Miss Jarrow 
19 referred to, that is a cost to the business. The question 
20 is: "How do you recover that cost? It '.s not going to go 
21 away; it's not going to vanish." The approach that we and 
22 General Telephone have been taking is to make the cost 
23 recovery sensitive to the consumer that's actually consuming 
24 the product. It's not just trying to enhance the revenue 
25 of the company; it's designed to recover costs. And we're 
26 looking at better ways of doing this. But frankly, the only 
27 true consumer-oriented approach does seem to be, levy the 
28 recovery of those costs against those that consume. And 
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1 t 's no f t dr ing in a gas station. You and I 
2 wouldn't pay the same amount of money for a tank 1 of gas 
3 I drove a Vo and you drove Cadi 11 ac ; i t ' a 
4 rea problem. 
5 
6 
And the point can made 
service, of course, produces revenue. 
at Directory Assistance 
once again, in the 
7 essence of the bottom line, our costs for providing Directory 
8 assist in California, by now I would it's $185 million 
9 a year. It's a significant cost. 
10 As to the jack program, we had a jack program where 
11 we solicited our customers to see if they wanted us to come 
12 out and convert their homes to modular-type equipment. As 
13 we encountered customers who said they had requested that 
14 conversion, and we had not been able to make at conversion 
15 because of an unavailability of force, we re select ly 









converting thout currently. 
MR. BEVI Just in connection with matter 
0 jack conversion, we been trying to meet our 
commitments on that. We have been behind. It's my under-
standing that by some t mi we'll have the conversions 
completed. We are doing it at no and if we are called 
out to repair a telephone that is hard re, there is no 
charge for our doing that, ause the customer doesn't have 
t option of unplugging bringing it down to the Phone 
26 Mart. 
27 So, if there's anyone that is faced with a situation 
28 where they have to have some service on a hard-wire telephone, 
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1 at t time our man is on premise, he makes that conversion 
2 at that particular time; so, it only happens once until we 
3 get complete t the convers program. 
4 MS. Senator hal, I'd like to 
5 
6 
make a comment here that what Mr. Bev says is interesting, 
but th is not what our members have experienced. They have 
7 been told they are going to be charged. They have been told 
8 that they cannot get this program, and they have been sent 
9 wall plugs, or whatever you call them, for the conversion. 
10 As a matter of fact, we were too, only they were the 
11 incorrect ones. They couldn't even be used with our system. 
12 So, I think that there's a credibility void here. I think it 
13 should be looked into. The program is not being administered. 
14 MR. BEVINS: I have been provided with a copy 
15 of the testimony just presented, and I t to check into it. 
16 Thank you. 
17 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Thank you. The next --
18 MR. FORSHEE: Excuse me, Senator. Could I also 
19 make just one comment, if I may --
20 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Sure. 
21 MR. FORSHEE: -- and this compliments the 
22 testimony I gave earlier when you asked a similar question 
23 about Information assist charges. My recollection is that t 
24 charges of AT&T occurs in the form of access charges and 
25 billing and these sorts of eighty cents per 
26 call. That's a problem to AT&T Communications. I would agree 
27 with the representative from the Consumer Coalition of 
28 California, that that is somethiqg that should be examined a 
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1 little bit her. 
2 I would also take ion to the suggestion that 
3 irec ry assist ac ]vi y is automatic revenue- ing. We 
4 at AT&T Communicat could very well take Directory 
5 assist request, and that long-distance call that is made 
6 subsequently could be with another carrier. We d incur 
7 cost and no revenue, literal So, it is one of the issues, 
8 I think, that needs to be more lly in the future. 
9 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: The other guest, please. 
10 The Gray Panthers. 
11 MS. TROJAN: I m Anne an, and I represent 
12 South Bay Gray Panthers. I'm President convener. I think 
13 our National State Representat was and left a state-
14 ~ent with you, and I just want to say we f.eel --well, 
15 we call it "The Great Robbery," and to our 
16 elected representatives to do something about it. And I'm 
sure you will. 
18 Thank you. 
19 CHAIRMAN ROSENTHAL: Anybody el 
20 Anybody else? Going, going, gone. 
21 Thank you very much for all of t e who had 
22 input. As I indicated, we will have a printed copy of this 
ng as soon as we can it, and everybody could have a 





a look at the immediate problems and to monitor ongoing 
situations and whatever 
(Whereupon this hearing before the Senate 
Committee on Energy and Public ilities 
in the matter of Telephone Divestiture: 
Ident fying Consumer Concerns was adjourned.) 
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